On October 13-15, 2020, the Davis Global Center Celebrated it’s official dedication ceremony

Tuesday, October 13 – The Davis Global Center hosted a virtual ribbon cutting ceremony, which can be found online here.

Wednesday, October 14 – iEXCEL in partnership with NTSA hosted a live Triple Helix Roundtable titled, “Impact of COVID-19 on Healthcare,” the recording of which can be found online here.

Thursday, October 15 – iEXCEL hosted its inaugural Innovation Awards to recognize faculty and staff who have helped create and implement new ideas for teaching, research and scholarship using simulation technologies. The awards ceremony can be found online here.

Additional Davis Global Center dedication media coverage can be found below:

UNMC Today
- Davis Global Center’s dedication set for Oct. 13
- Under the Microscope: Davis Global Center dedication set for Tuesday
- iEXCEL announces inaugural innovation award recipients
- Davis Global Center will transform health care education

KETV
- Exclusive : Step inside new Davis Global Center, an advanced simulation facility on UNMC campus
- ‘Only limited by our imaginations’: Emerging technology enhances learning at Davis Global Center
- ‘A community that can do anything’: How public-private partnerships made the Davis Global Center possible
- KETV Davis Global Center Editorial

Omaha World Herald
- UNMC dedicates $121.8 million health care training, simulation center in virtual ceremony

KLIN
- UNMC, Local And State Leaders Dedicate World-Renowned Davis Global Center

NET Nebraska
- UNMC Officially Opens New High-Tech Simulation Training Center

Norfolk Daily News
- Dedication held for new clinical simulation facility

Healthy Simulation.com
- UNMC Opens Absolutely Massive Davis Global Center with 5 Levels Dedicated to Medical Simulation

KRVN Rural Radio
- Chat with the Chancellor” with UNO and UNMC Chancellor, Dr. Jeffrey Gold – October 17, 2020